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LETTERFROMTHEPRESIDENT
Dear all,
The new school year is
off to a great start for
Cornell and Student
Agencies Foundation.
The 2019-2020 eLab
cohort members are
being selected and
applications are now
open for the new team of SAI managers, which
will be led by incoming President of Student
Agencies Kaela Olsen (?22). SAF continues to
support the entrepreneurial initiatives taking
place within eHub and across the Cornell
community.
The annual Summit conference hosted by
Entrepreneurship at Cornell will be taking place
in New York City on November 8 with a theme
of Eclectic Converge. A wide variety of industry

leaders and entrepreneurs will be speaking
at this year ?s conference including Marc
Cendella, founder and CEO of career
resource site Ladders, Inc. as well as Ndaba
Mandela, Founder and Chairman of
socioeconomic development foundation
Africa Rising Foundation.
The weekend of the Summit conference
also coincides with the upcoming St u den t
Agen cies 125t h An n iver sar y Gala Even t ,
which will be held on Saturday, November
9th from 10:00am to 3:00pm at Brasserie 8
½ in Midtown Manhattan. Alumni, friends,
and colleagues will have the chance to
reconnect and celebrate the 125 year legacy
of Student Agencies during the Event. If you
would like to attend the Gala, please take a
moment to register h er e.

This edition of the eNews will include:
-

A Spotlight on Incoming Student Agencies
President Kaela Olsen (?22)
An eLab Update on bu m ble & bu t t er
An Alumni Spotlight on Em ily (Cu sick )
Deagen ('12)

Sincerely,
Sh ar on Dau k (M BA '89)
Chairwoman and President
Student Agencies Foundation

ANINTRODUCTIONTOKAELAOLSEN
('22),INCOMINGPRESIDENTOF
STUDENTAGENCIESINC.

Cornell with SAF Board Member Gr eg
Th om as (A&S ?93, M BA ?10), she felt even
more compelled to choose Cornell and
applied during the early decision round to the
College of Arts and Sciences.

Incoming SAI President
Kaela Olsen (?22) has
been passionate about
Student Agencies?
mission before even
starting at Cornell. Born
and raised in the North
Shore of
Massachusetts, Kaela always had a broad range of
interests and was not sure at the time what she
wanted to study in college. She had already been
drawn to Cornell because of its incredible breadth
of academic subjects and vibrant, tight-knit
community. However, upon learning about the
unique experiential learning opportunities at
Student Agencies during her alumni interview for

As Greg had encouraged, Kaela became
involved with Student Agencies right away,
applying for the position of General Manager
for both Campus Promotions and Student
Agencies Tutoring at the beginning of her
freshman year. She was offered the role of
Assistant Manager of Campus Promotions for
the academic year before transitioning to
General Manager of Student Agencies
Tutoring over the summer. Over the summer,
Kaela was also involved in the planning of the
upcoming St u den t Agen cies 125t h
An n iver sar y Gala Even t , which will be held
on November 9th, 2019, at Brasserie 8 ½ in
Midtown Manhattan. While getting to serve
various roles within Student Agencies, she

.

also explored several academic subjects
throughout the year and is now pursuing a
degree in Information Science with a double
major in English. Kaela is also engaged in a
range of extracurricular activities related to
veganism and sustainability, both of which she is
passionate about as well.
Assuming the responsibility of managing a
business is an experience that sparked personal
growth for Kaela, and, in her words, ?forced me
to mature and helped me gain professional
skills. From putting together a deck and sending
out a call agenda before a meeting to etiquette
for a conference call and producing high-quality
deliverables, all these little things taught me how
to work and act in a workplace.? She also praised
the mentorship she has received from members
of the professional staff including CEO Kyle
Kar n es (?91). ?At first, I struggled with feeling like
I didn?t have the authority or didn?t know enough
to make certain decisions. It was difficult to act
capable right from the start, especially when

interacting with clients.? With the guidance
and support of her superiors, however, Kaela
explains that she learned that ?while there
may not be an easy solution or ?right?answer
to all problems, you have to stand behind
your own judgement and trust you know the
best course of action through the experience
you?ve accumulated and the information you
have to work with.?
Through her leadership and involvement
with two different Agencies as well as the
planning of the 125th Anniversary Event,
Kaela gained a holistic understanding of the
structure and various facets of SAI. With a
broad perspective of its operations, client
base, history, and alumni network, Kaela saw
many opportunities to improve SAI and
decided to run for the position of President.
?I felt that my time at Student Agencies
wasn?t over yet. While SAI has already given
me more than I could?ve ever anticipated, I
knew serving as President would push me to

continue growing, both in a professional and
personal sense. I didn?t feel ready to leave
knowing I still had to a lot to gain, but more
importantly that I had an opportunity to make a
more profound impact on the organization, to
play a bigger role in its history and to assume
more responsibility.? Kaela has a strong vision
for Student Agencies going forward, which is
critical during what will be one of its most pivotal
eras since its founding.
As president, Kaela aims to improve the
manager recruitment cycle and attract even
more diverse and ambitious groups of
applicants. She will also be working to create a
more cohesive brand image across the agencies
with a larger social media presence to better
engage with customers. This also includes
revamping all the websites of the Agencies, as
she feels the companies?online presence is one
of its most salient qualities when establishing
and defining its presence and image in a
community. A main goal of hers pertains to one
of the core values of Student Agencies, which is

to support the Cornell student community.
Kaela plans to create a helpful ?survival
guide? for next year ?s incoming freshmen to
help them navigate Cornell and learn about
the resources offered by Student Agencies.
Alumni engagement will also be a top priority
for Kaela, who is excited to connect with
fellow team members and alumni this
November in New York City to celebrate the
125th anniversary of Student Agencies. She
plans to build off the momentum from the
event and create a new platform to keep
alumni engaged going forward. With the
125th Anniversary of Student Agencies and
the redevelopment of 415 College Ave, Kaela
feels that it is a crucial moment in Student
Agencies history to redefine what the
organization stands for and ensure that our
mission and values is truly represented in the
work we do for our community and beyond.
Kaela will be sure to turn to her predecessor,
outgoing president Pet er Gr ibizis (?21), for
inspiration as she grows into the role, hiring

and training a team of new managers. She spoke
to his leadership abilities, describing how much
she admires his willingness to helping managers.
?Peter has always been available as a resource
to help the Agencies brainstorm and push
forward in thinking of new marketing strategies,
different ways to interact with potential
customers, streamlining our operations. He?s
very supportive of his teammates, will drop
anything to help out when the time comes, and
always has their best interest at heart.? As Kaela
explains, having a leader who is always there for
his managers, while giving them the agency to
run their businesses, ?made me feel empowered
to take control over the business, to make my
own decisions and trust in my own ability. Peter
has always looked out for us and pushed us to
work our hardest and think outside the box,
while also being an resource for advice and
support.?

ANELABUPDATEONBUMBLE&BUTTER

bumble & butter has come a long way since
becoming a member of the 2017-2018 eLab
cohort as a fairly new business. Founded by
recent School of Hotel Administration graduate
Jam ie Kim (?19), bumble & butter uses
locally-sourced ingredients to create an artisanal
granola available in several unique flavors. While
the team remains committed to supporting local
businesses and farmers in the upstate New York
area, they are in the process of making many
exciting changes to keep up with their rapidly
growing consumer base.

Like many food startups founded at Cornell
such as fellow eLab alumnus Gr aban zos,
bumble & butter originally developed and
produced their product on campus in the
department of Food Science?s Stocking Hall. As
their sales have since more than doubled since
graduating this May, however, the team has
since transitioned production to a
manufacturing partner to help bring
production to scale-? though they are
continuing to produce the granola by hand
rather than automating the process. Another
change they are making is switching from using
butter in their recipes to using ghee, a clarified
butter generally used in ayurvedic practices
and known for its health properties. This will
make the granola lactose and casein-free to
accommodate those who may have
sensitivities to dairy. bumble & butter prides
themselves on their intriguing combinations of
sweet and savory ingredients and intends to
focus on their three core flavors by producing
them in larger quantities, namely 8-ounce bags
and bulk bags, while eliminating the 2 ounce

bags. In addition, the team wants to bring some
of their popular seasonal flavors such as black
truffle and sweet potato with cinnamon and
ginger into their retail locations.
Driving all these shifts in the company is a boom
in recent sales as bumble & butter expands into
several major retailers across the country. ?We
had a Whole Foods buyer approach us last
June,? explains Jamie. ?The process was simple,
we started in one store to test out sales in
Albany last November and have doubled sales
since graduating. We?ve also just gotten into five
stores with Pete?s Fresh in the Chicago area and
are soon to be working with Wegmans.? Seeing
their product on the shelves of major grocery
chains is exciting, but the team has made sure
not to lose sight of other priorities such as their
existing ecommerce platforms and building
connections with small-scale merchants. ?We are
focusing more on retail but have still seen a lot
of growth in Amazon sales recently,? Jamie adds.
Now that she?s graduated, Jamie has enjoyed her
newfound flexibility and the opportunities

available for bumble & butter in New York City
where she has now moved the business. ?I?m
getting myself out there, going to coffee shops
and more artisanal places where customers may
really gravitate towards our products.?
Though their eLab days are behind them, the
team still stays in touch with their peers from
their cohort as well as mentors. ?We met up with
Grabanzos to talk over financials and sales
strategy, since they?re going through the same
thing. We also go back and forth with Iko
Systems with tips and resources. It?s great to
have a community,? Jamie explained. Going
forward, the team is excited to further expand
into retail and exhibit at supplier shows with
Whole Foods and a new distributor this
September. They are also rolling out new,
revamped packaging this month by incorporating
more color to refresh their image while still
retaining their hand-crafted appeal.

ANALUMNISPOTLIGHTONEMILY
(CUSICK) DEAGEN('12)
Like many of her peers, Em ily (Cu sick ) Deagen (ILR
?12) was attracted to the ILR school at Cornell for
the interdisciplinary nature
of its curriculum which
aligned with her interests in
government, economics,
and leadership. As an ILR
major, this mostly
translated to career
pathways in human
resources and law for Emily,
both of which she strongly considered throughout
her time at Cornell. When one of her professors
recommended her for the position of the Director
of Human Resources at Student Agencies her junior
year, it sounded like a fun opportunity to hone her
professional skills and meet people she would not

have met otherwise in her ILR program and
her social sorority. She was excited to get
involved with another aspect of the Cornell
community and become more well-rounded
as a student. Furthermore, after having
interned in human resources the previous
summer, Emily was still deliberating if that
was the industry she wanted to enter upon
graduating as opposed to immediately going
to law school.
One of Emily?s top priorities as Director of
Human Resources was fostering diversity in
the Student Agencies team. To her, diversity
does not necessarily need to be cultivated
through grand gestures but making it a
present theme in discussions and meetings
as well as finding subtle ways to help people
defy old expectations for certain roles. ?It?s
about baby steps of just getting people in the
office and normalizing them interviewing for
positions that you may not imagine

.

particularly.? Emily worked with then-president
of SAI Fion a Yu (?11) to recruit students outside
of managers?social networks and professors?
recommendations, targeting a greater range of
student organizations that were more
nontraditional including minority-interest
fraternities and sororities. She worked to get
more women to apply for Big Red Shipping and
Storage and Hired Hands Moving Company, two
agencies in industries that are typically
male-dominated. According to Emily, SAI also
ended up getting quite a few international
student applicants during that year. Working
with people from different backgrounds really
benefitted her, she explains, by putting things in
perspective and helping her take fewer things
for granted.
Another aspect of Student Agencies that
impacted Emily was that it helped her grow as a
leader. ?SAI forced me to figure out my
leadership style really quickly in an executive
level position.? At the time, it was Emily?s

responsibility to lead SAI?s monthly ?all-hands
meeting? in which every AM and GM would
give updates and ask for help from other
managers, fostering synergy across agencies.
?I had to get up and lead the agenda for the
day when we started, which helped me figure
out how to public speak. I really liked to lead
with humor and be warm but I don?t have
time for nonsense,? Emily explains. Her
experience helped her find her core values
for business personality, which have
remained constant for past 7-8 years.
Student Agencies provided Emily with her
first opportunities outside of class to work on
deliverables and projects and report to a
board of directors. Creating and executing
checklists, closing deals, and helping
determine budgets as a 21-year-old ?really
helped me figure out who I was in the world
of business and realize my strengths and
weaknesses.?

Her role as Director of HR presented Emily with
unique challenges as well. ?Saying no to a
candidate during the hiring process or talking to
a colleague about performance issues was really
difficult for me in the beginning and even scary
the first few times. It was especially hard as a
woman in the world of business to not be afraid
of being seen as the ?bad guy.?? However, over
time and after practice sitting down with people
and asking questions objectively, those aspects
of her job became easier for Emily. ?Being on the
other side of it, it really put things in perspective
getting to see people succeed and come out on
the other side even following rejection. I learned
not to take things as personally.?
When Emily was nearing the end of her time as
HR Director and the start of her senior year, she
knew she had a decision to make about what
kind of role she would pursue upon graduation.
She was grateful that Student Agencies had
provided a safe way for her to try many different
ideas and explore the human resources industry

while still in college. However, she also
learned that just because she had performed
well in human resources did not mean that it
was necessarily her calling. ?I had a
wonderful time doing HR for Student
Agencies and had immense pride in the job
and the team I helped build but going
through the process helped me figure out
that it was not for me and would not be my
future.? While many people choose to take
time off before going to law school, Emily
decided to apply immediately, excited to
pursue her dream of becoming a lawyer. She
was able to leverage her role with Student
Agencies during the application process,
from taking the LSAT during her summer in
Ithaca to even writing her admissions essay
about SAI.
Emily continued to touch upon her
experience with SAI while interviewing with
law firms. After graduating from Harvard Law
School in 2015, Emily became a tax lawyer,

though she recalls, ?I went to law school thinking
I?d be a transactional employment lawyer.? While
still figuring out what exactly she wanted to do
within law, she also recalls feeling like she
already had a year or two of real work
experience and being told by colleagues that she
seemed to have ?worked before,? which is
something she attributes to having worked for
Student Agencies. She has since become an
M&A/private equity associate, serving as counsel
for various equity funds that are undertaking
turnaround and buyout deals. Emily enjoys her
new position as it entails working on business
projects ?all day and every day? as opposed to
litigation. She recently moved from New York
City to Boston, an area which she loves as it is a
?private equity hotbed with a smaller legal and
private equity community,? adding, ?I feel like a
part of it already.? Emily now lives with her
husband and their two cats Statler and Waldorf,
the former named as a nod to Cornell?s Statler
Hotel.

